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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following transportation encryption protocols
should be used to ensure maximum security between a w eb
browser and a web server?
A. SSHv1
B. TLS
C. RSA
D. SSLv2
Answer: B

Explanation:
HTTP Secure HTTP Secure (HTTPS) is the protocol used for
"secure" web pages that users should see when they must enter
personal information such as credit card numbers, passwords,
and other identifiers. It combines HTTP with
SSL/TLS to provide encrypted communication.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a security protocol that
expands upon SSL. Many industry analysts predict that TLS will
replace SSL, and it is also referred to as SSL 3.1.
Incorrect Answers:
A. SSLv2 is not as secure as TLS(also known as SSL 3.1).
B. Secure Shell, or SSH, is not used to secure browser
sessions. SSH is a cryptographic (encrypted) network protocol
for initiating text-based shell sessions on remote machines in
a secure way.
C. RSA is not used to encrypt browser sessions.
References:
Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study
Guide, 6th Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 252,
268-269, 271

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three components must be implemented when defining an
authentication realm? (Choose three.)
A. Challenge handler
B. Identity validator
C. Encryption module
D. Security certificate
E. Secure connection
F. Authenticator
G. Login module
Answer: A,F,G

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the correct sequence of steps to present a volume to an
ESXi host?
Answer:
Explanation:
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